Abstract-Automated Vehicle detection and classification is an important component of intelligent transport system. Due to significant importance in various fields such as traffic accidents avoidance, toll collection, congestion avoidance, terrorist activities monitoring, security and surveillance systems, intelligent transport system has become important field of study. Various technologies have been used for detecting and classifying vehicles automatically. Automated vehicle detection is broadly divided into two types-Hardware based and software based detection. Various algorithms have been implemented to classify different vehicles from videos. In this paper an efficient and economical solution for automatic vehicle detection and classification is proposed. The proposed system first isolates the object through background subtraction followed by vehicle detection using ontology. Vehicle detection is based on low level features such as shape, size, and spatial location. Finally system classifies vehicles into one of the known classes of vehicle based on size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid increase in vehicles in past few years has affected transportation system dramatically. Situations such as accidents, road blocking, car robberies, vehicle congestion has emerged rapidly. Intelligent transport system (ITS) has become important field of research as it play vital role in number of real world situations such as traffic surveillance, accident avoidance, traffic congestion avoidance, terrorist monitoring, toll tax collection etc. An Intelligent transport system is combination of electronic technology, digital image processing, system engineering and communication technologies [1] as depicted in Figure 1 . Following is a brief summary of current systems working in vehicle classification [1] .
Vehicles classified based on features such
wheelbase, vehicle height, rear and front tracks etc. these features are obtained using induction Although vehicle detection and classification based on video also has some disadvantages like low capacity, slow processing etc but still its advantages are much better than hardware based detection. Due to easy installation and economical maintenance, it is more economical than hardware based detection. Very low cost CCD cameras can be used in video based detection and they provide more information than other hardware based detection, video based detection is more commonly used technology in ITS. Section II comprise of brief survey of current technologies including video based vehicle detection and classification algorithms is presented. Our proposed algorithm is presented in Section III. Section IV comprises of experimental results and finally Section V includes future improvements for our proposed system.
II. SURVEY OF CURRENT VEHICLE DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
Wei, Shang , Guo and Zhiwei [1] defined vehicle classification method using eigenfaces. Their system performs classification using two steps that is training and then classification. They use time average technique to subtract the background in the first step, followed by the extraction of object's edges or outline using background differencing. System uses outline information to get vehicles borders. Vehicle border information is used to calculate its height. Images are then normalized to finally build the library of vehicles frontal view. Classification step comprises comparison in which input vehicle face is compared with library of eigenvectors to classify vehicle. Comparison is done using minimum distance technique.
Wei, Yu and Chen [2] described that most vehicle surveillance systems consist of three steps namely vehicle detection, vehicle tracking and finally vehicle classification as depicted in Figure 3 . They proposed the system that uses optimal classifier to classify vehicles into different types. Their system extracts different features of given image and then feed these features to the optimal classifier to get the classification results. They also worked on lane division lines and proposed algorithm to eliminate shadows. Xu, Liu, Qian and Han [4] proposed a simple algorithm that classifies people and vehicles from video. Proposed system classifies object as people or vehicle based on hough feature. The proposed algorithm subtracts the objects from static background using background subtraction method. Then system uses canny edge detector to extract edges of objects. The algorithm uses Hough transform to extract strait lines from the given object and finally classifies object into one of the two categories that is people or vehicle. Proposed system architecture is shown in Figure 4 . Proposed system is very fast and simple and gives higher accuracy rate.
Ma and Grimson [5] in their research presented that object recognition in videos is easier than in static images as background subtraction can be achieved easily using background modeling in videos. They extract object and then normalize it to cope with scale variations in objects. They showed accuracy in object classification rate is increased if features are repeated. Discriminability is very important in selected features. They used various features for vehicle detection including edge points and SIFT. For achieving discriminability in features they associated edge points to the SIFT descriptors and for achieving repeatability they used modified SIFT. Their system work well with poor quality and small size images. This research work presents an efficient algorithm that performs two tasks of artificial intelligence namely automatic vehicle detection and vehicle classification. It detects the presence of vehicle in the video and classifies it into one of the known class. The proposed algorithm performs the vehicle tyres detection from the side view through ontology. The proposed system extracts frame from the given video, remove noise from image by performing smoothing and convert RGB image to grayscale color model so that low level features can be extracted easily, some pre-processing steps including erosion, dilation (morphological operation) are performed on the grayscale image. Region of interest or object is separated from the static background by using background subtraction technique, followed by the extraction of low level features of given object using Canny edge detector and Hough transform [6] . Proposed system uses shape, spatial location and size as low level features and performed ontology or logical reasoning to detect tyres, and detect vehicle based on tyre presence and once vehicle is detected it is classified into one of the known category. The architecture of proposed algorithm is presented in Figure 5 . 
A. Pre-processing
Noise is removed from the extracted frame by smoothing. Extracted image is converted from RGB color model to grayscale color model to make the detection process easy.
a. Smoothing
Smoothing is often used to reduce noise within an image or to produce a less pixilated image. For Smoothing operation different filters are used. Smoothing filters or low-pass filters let low frequency components pass and block the high frequency components. In proposed system weighted average filter is used for smoothing which removes noise while not causing blurring as shown in Figure 6 . Smoothing reduces noise on images by replacing every pixel by a weighted average of its neighbour pixels. Following convolution is used for smoothing as mentioned in eq (1): (1)  Where g is the convolution mask, f is the image, and a(start), a(end), b(start), b(end) defines the size of kernel. 
b. Color Conversion
Grayscale color model contains only the intensity information. In proposed system object is converted from RGB to grayscale color model so that low level features can be extracted easily.
B. Morphological operations:
The morphological operator erosion acts like a local minimum operator. Grayscale image erosion computes the minimum of each pixel's neighbourhood whereas dilation computes the maxima. The neighbourhood is defined by the structuring element (that determines the shape of a pixel neighbourhood over which the minimum is taken). Erosion process makes the objects look smaller, and can break a single object into multiple objects, and makes the edges thin, whereas dilation makes the objects larger, and can merge different objects into a single object. edges more prominent and thick. Figure 7 shows the result of erosion and dilation. 
C. Background Subtraction:
Region of interest or object is isolated from the static background using background subtraction method [7] .It is one of the most useful techniques to get the desired object from the image. Object can be segmented using Gaussian mixture model of background subtraction technique [8] [9] if region of interest is moving while background is static. The proposed system extracts the region of interest by background subtraction [10] which provides the region where the vehicle exists in the scene. A mask is created for this region, convolved over the input image to obtain the vehicle and subtracts the background. Figure 8 shows the result of object extraction. 
D. Masking:
Proposed methodology needs to extract low level features of an object to detect tyres. It is known that tyres are always present in the lower half of the image so proposed algorithm focused on partial sampling technique [11] that is created a mask that highlights the lower region of the image while subtracts the upper half of the image. In this way performance of algorithm is enhanced. Result of masking is shown in Figure 9 . 
E. Features Extraction:
Low level features including size [8] , shape and location are extracted. Canny Edge detector [12] is used to extract edges from the object. This edge image is then used to find circles. Hough transform [6] is used to detect circles from the image. Hough transform find the circles from the lower half of the image. Pixel coordinate values are processed to find the spatial location of the object. Results of feature extraction are shown in Figure 10 . 
F. Ontology:
Ontology means using low level features to describe real life object for example to define sky we say if color is blue and texture is smooth and spatial location is top, then it is sky. Proposed methodology use ontology to define the vehicle. Vehicle is defined as any object that has two tyres from the side view. Tyres are defined as two circles in the image that have radius in some defined range and have center points in same y axis and are below the half of the image. On the basis of tyres presence, vehicle is detected in the current frame or image.
G. Vehicle Detection:
If two or more tyres are detected in the given object, then the given object is classified as vehicle otherwise system classify it into unknown object.
H. Vehicle Classification
If vehicle is detected in the current frame, then system use size feature to classify vehicle into known type. Size is calculated by measuring the length between centers of two tyres of given vehicle.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The proposed system utilizes Nikon 8MP camera which captures video at frame rate of 30 frames per second. To fulfill the commitment of delivering an economical system Nikon 8MP has been used for video acquisition. Camera was positioned at a fixed distance of 4 meter from the vehicle.We performed our algorithm on several videos including more than 100 vehicles. Detection and classification rate vary for different weather conditions. Figure 11(a) represents the vehicle detection and classification ratio in day light and evening. The results for daylight are quite excellent near to 96% whereas evening time results lies in the range of 90-92% which are also quite encouraging despite the constraint of illumination conditions. Recognition rate of different vehicles including Car, Bolan, Van, Coaster, Bus and Truck is presented in Figure 11 (b). Comparative results demonstrate that the recognition ratio for Truck and Bus are quite excellent due to their large size, whereas car and bolan have small size so recognition rate lies in the range of 95-96%. Proposed system classifies vehicles into one of the known class as given in Table 2 . Results of vehicle detection and classification are shown in Figure 12 . 
